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Alan Neal
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Maria Hayden
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Designing and Constructing Stone Circles

Editors:
Tel: 020-82414645
Email: mariahayden@blueyonder.co.uk
Tel: 0141-339 3554
Email: grahame.gardner@btopenworld.com

EEG Annual Crop Circles & Ancient Sites Weekend
17,18 July

Wiltshire. Details TBA.

eso Tutors Training Weekend

Please submit articles for the Summer Solstice edition by:
Friday 28 May 2004

3,4,5 September

Edward King House, Lincoln

Contact BSD office for details

eso Annual Congress
10,11,12September
Contact BSD Office for details

Upcoming Geomancy Group Events
The Geomancy Group - eeltaine Gathering

eso London Lecture

22, 23, 24, 25 April
Venue: Trecastle
Theme: Earth
Guest Speaker: Ivan McBeth
Please note that this is a full three-day meeting. We open the Circle
at 8.00pm on Thursday.

6 October
Speaker:
Theme:

8 , 9 Oct
Theme:

Venue: TBA

Contact Sig for further details

The Geomancy Group - Samhain Gathering
22, 23, 24 October
Theme: Water

Friends House, 173 Euston Rd, NW1 2BJ
TBA
TBA

Earth Energies Group October Meet and AGM

The Geomancy Group - Lughnasadh Gathering
23, 24, 25 July
Theme: Fire
Guest Speaker: TBA

Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester

Venue: Aberdeenshire TBe

The Geomancy Group - Samhain Trip
25-30 October
Venue: Aberdenshire
Aberdenshire Stone Rings
Contact Grahame for details
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Glastonbury
Modem Scared Space
Site visits to two of Ivan's stone rings

were founders of mankind, lived upon the planet, they
were taught about the powers and processes of
creation by then angels themselves. The only way that
the angelS could explain to them the mystery of this
magic, so that their minds could absorb the truth, was
by translating these mysteries into symbols and sounds
and mathematical truths. n
This is a large, almost "coffee-table" book which is
worth delving into for the photos and illustrations alone!

Spring Equinox 2004
Welcome friends,
It seems like a whole lifetime since I wrote the introduction to the last
Newsletter! As those of you who were at the Imbolc Gathering will
know, I have been having an interesting growth period since
Samhain. After a very, very long winter, I am now much more
together and am involved in the process of becoming.
Becoming
what exactly is still not totally clear but there are definitely changes
afoot, so beware!
Part of my transformative joumey has seen me lay aside many of the
organisational roles that I have taken on over the past few years. As
Grahame is still very heavily involved elsewhere, I would very much
like to encourage each of you to step forward and play a greater part
in running the Group. We would be happy to discuss any ideas that
you might have in this regard.

'Ross/yn - Guardian of the Secrets of the Ho/y Grail'

In the meantime, it would really help us if you could confirm which
events you plan on attending this year. Grahame particularly needs
an idea of who might be interested in spending the extension week in
Scotland, after Samhain, and indeed, who plans on attending the
Annual Gathering at Samhain itself. (For dates, see page 2).

This is a really easy and enlightening book to read
explaining how the Druids, the Knights Templars and
the Christian mystics used the seven sites of pilgrimage
starting at Santiago de Compostela in Spain and ending
at Rosslyn Chapel.
It explains the purpose of each of the 7 sites and talks
about the history of various groups the Fall of
Jerusalem, the origin of the Black Madonna and lots
more.
It also mentions the American university who
are currently scanning the walls of Rosslyn Chapel in
the hope of finding the scrolls and religious artefacts
discovered by the Templars in the Temple in Jerusalem
"The Fruits of Thousands of Years of Knowledge."

Tim Wallace-Murphy& MarilynHopkins
ThorsonslSBN0-00-713307-3
Reviewed by Sarah Birrell

We are very grateful for the articles that some of you have submitted
for this edition of the Newsletter. Once again, we would warmly
welcome any contributions that you might offer. Even if you don't feel
like writing an article, it's lovely to be able to catch up with what
everyone's doing, especially those who can't make the events. So,
please, if nothing else, jot down a couple of lines letting us know
what's happening in your life so that we may keep everyone up to
date.
In the meantime, we look forward to seeing those of you who can
make it to Trecastle and send love and greetings to everyone.
love and blessings,
Mariaxxx

~~-------~------------~~
Haiku
Book Reviews

By

Maryrose

Grail- Becoming Light - Living Love a collection
of writings - The Dream of Came/ot'

I

Price

full moon at Stonehenge

ISBN1-898546-44-4
AvailablefromThe StellarGateway,Southampton
02380336895
Reviewed by Sarah Birrell

glowing sunrise through the stones
celebrate in love.

This is a beautifully illustrated book, a lot of it
channelled by Ascended Master Kuthumi who asked 48
Knights of Old, in 1997, to make a journey to France in
search of The Holy Grail.
These journeys were
undertaken to bring enlightenment to the earth and
evolution and to assist in bringing the Seventh Golden
Age to the Earth.
They start in Paris and move through Rouen, Chartres,
Mont St. Michel, Carnac and Rennes-Ie-Chateau.
Then they go to England, USA and Australia.
They
take with them the 48 symbols for opening up the
secrets of the Grail, for humanity's access to the higher
codes of the soul.
They worked with Archangel Metatron who explained
that: "The combination of these energies ;is indeed
ancient and strong.
A long time ago, at the very
beginning of time itself when the early beings, who

(At least) 3 things I didn't know about
Maes Howe
by

Grahame Gardner
As many of you know, I've been away on tour
practically since the start of December, and this last
month I've been up round the Highlands with a 7.5
tonne van full of scenery and lights with Tabula Rasa
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Maes Howe dragon carving, and I always try to look at
their website http://www.maeshowe.co.uk around winter
solstice time, when they have webcams inside the cairn
monitoring the sunset over a period of months. That's
when you can see the sunset, of course!
Our guide, Alan, was very informative and genuinely
enthusiastic about the place, especially when he found
out about my dowsing and archeo-astronomy interests.
He pointed out the distant Barnhouse stone that marks
the solstice sunset alignment, and showed us all the
Viking runic graffiti, which by and large are extremely
banal comments, such as "these runes were carved by
the man most skilled in runes on the Western Ocean
with the axe that killed Gaukr Trandkill's son in the
South of Iceland".

Dance Company's show for children, 'The Bright-Eyed
Mariner' (based on Colerige's poem).
Ididn't have much free time on the tour, but as we were
playing Orkney, a place I had not previously visited, I
was determined that I was going to make the effort to
see some of the sites there.
My first stop on the way north was still on the mainland,
a short detour off the A9 just a few miles south of
Thurso to visit the Grey Cairns of Camster. I've driven
past the sign for these many times but I've never before
taken the time to make the detour; an omission I now
wish I'd rectified sooner. These two cairns are quite
simply breathtaking, and bigger and better preserved
than anything else I've seen in Scotland.

The mound is set within a henge structure of ditch and
bank, and there is speculation that it may originally
have been a stone ring before the mound was
constructed. Four upright megaliths in the corners of
the main chamber may have been original standing
stones, as they do not appear to be structural. There
are three smaller cells set into the walls at about waist
height. These are L-shaped, and each appears to have
used a smaller wedge-shaped blocking stone to seal
the chamber, now useful steps on the floor of the main
chamber. There is no evidence that these side
chambers were ever permanently sealed up, perhaps
im I in some ritual use.

Camster North Cairn - Picture
The south cairn is of conventional round shape with an
entrance passage (equinox sunrise alignment) leading
to a. chamber just high enough to stand up in, with a
well-preserved corbelled roof. The north cairn is more
extensive, in a 'recumbent goddess' shape aligned
roughly north-south and it has two accessible chambers
of similar style, also aligned east. There are 'horns' at
each end enclosing small platforms, for ceremony or
astronomy perhaps.
Absolutely delightful cairns, and nice energies inside.
It was too windy outside to do any dowsing, and we had
a ferry to catch, so it was back in the truck and onwards
to Scrabster.
A couple of days
later,
after
our
performance, I took
the truck down some
small
Orcadian
roads in search of
the
islands'
megalithic
history.
After a brief detour
to see the Italian
chapel,
a
masterpiece
of
trompe /'ooi/ painting
constructed inside a
Nissen hut by Italian
POW's, our first stop
was
the
mighty
mound of
Maes
Howe. I've had a
fascinatton, for this
site for years, since
my partner Elspeth brought me back an earring of the

The main cairn chamber was constructed using the
same corbelling technique seen at Camster Cairns to
close over the roof, and the whole thing was then
sealed with a thick layer of clay and turf. Because of the
clay, the chamber remained completely waterproof until
the Vikings decided to break in through the roof.
The main chamber was re-roofed with white painted
brick in Victorian times in an attempt to repair the
damage caused by the Viking entry. Regrettably it didn't
cure the water ingress, and this is becoming a serious
threat to the stability of the entire monument. Historic
Scotland are currently undertaking a 3D laser scan of
the interior to monitor any movement.
The entrance passage is very impressive in its
construction. The entire left-hand wall is one piece of
stone, a massive megalith that must weigh over 30
tons! And there is a one-ton stone just at the entrance
that is so finely balanced you can move it easily with
one hand; this could be 'walked' round to block off most
of the entrance, apart from a small slot at the top, which
would work rather in the manner of the light box at
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And so to Stromness, the ferry, and the long drive back
to Glasgow. My stay on Orkney was short, but I'm glad
to have finally made it there, and would love to go back.
Anyone for the winter solstice of 2006 (lunar standstill the moon doesn't set!)? I've found a nice little selfcatering cottage on the island of Hoy for £250 a week..!

Newgrange. With this stone door 'closed', the suns rays
would shine directly into the rearmost cell chamber.
Paul Broadhurst has demonstrated how the rays of
sunlight could show up standing waves of sound in the
chamber by revealing dust or smoke particles in the air.
It's certainly the sort of place that makes you want to
chant or drum, but, perhaps intimidated by the guide's
presence, I decided instead to dowse. There is certainly
a strong blind spring under the chamber; I knew about
this just by being there as I was starting to get a mild
headache. Dowsing confirmed this, and I also found
two energy leys, one originating there and heading out
through the entrance passage. I would have loved to
stay and investigate further, but sadly our time was up.

@,

Geomancy Group News
Personal news:
Hard to know where to begin with this! As those of you
who were at Imbolc will know, Susie's divorce has now
been finalised and she has changed her name to Susie
Shaw. Susie and the girls are in the process of
purchasing a new home in Twickenham and will have
moved by Beltane. All kinds of Changes in her life
though I am led to believe that she still intends to keep
some of her old friends?

A little farther down the road, we stopped briefly at the
Stones of Stenness. These are very imposing stones
that are incredibly thin for their height; a property of the
Orcadian stone makes it easy to split into thin slices ideal for any sort of building purposes. The stones were
probably once part of a larger circle but there has been
substantial damage over the years and it is hard to get
any sense of how it might once have been. Our stop
here was brief as it was bleak and blowing a gale, and
we had more to see. Onwards for another half mile or
so to the Ring of Brodgar. This monument is staggering
because of its size - it
could
easily
accommodate several
thousand
people
within the stones. Just
walking around the
perimeter took around
half an hour. It is
difficult to see why
they had to make it so
large.
Lunar
alignments have been
suggested and would
seem the most likely,
but why so big? All we
could do is wonder
and appreciate the
grandeur
of
this
majestic ring in stone.

.

Any day now, on is due to become a dad so he will not
be able to join us for Beltane. We trust that he knows
that he has our love, support and best wishes.
When I last spoke with Jamie, he was still working on
the house in the Algarve. Unfortunately, Sofia had not
yet managed to sell her apartment in Lisbon so they
have not seen as much of each other as they would
wish. While we were at the Imbolc gathering, Jamie
was in Egypt on a 40 juice fast - very brave! He is
continuing with his shamanic work and hopes that we
may be able to get involved in the temple creation that
Tony has planned for the Ashram. Jamie expects to be
in the UK at the end of August and would love to meet
up with anyone who's around. We hope that we may
be able to link his visit into the Family Camp that we are
planning for that time.
Shaun and Mary have now moved to a new home
together in Swindon. Shaun has promised to provide
some further information regarding the Wye Valley
weekend. We'll pas this on when we receive it.

Ring of Brodgar

Our final stop was the Neolithic settlement of Skara
Brae, another site I have longed to visit for many years,
since learning about it at school. Despite the extremely
mediocre food and instant coffee that the new visitor
centre was overcharging for, this is a desolate but
inspiring place, sitting right on the beach looking out
into the Atlantic. All the houses look remarkably similar
in layout, and the site is often described as 'Scotland's
first Barratt homes', but it is awesome and thoughtprovoking to look at these surprisingly spacious rooms
with their stone beds and shelving, stone fish basins
and 'dressers', and perhaps the world's earliest indoor
lavatory, and just wonder about the people who lived
here. Were they ordinary fishing and hunter-gatherer
type folk, or were they some higher 'priestly' class living
in luxury serviced apartments? I left in silence, humbled
by their almost tangible presence.
_

As there have been so many recent changes in contact
details etc, please ensure that you are using the
current Geomancy Group Contact List (enclosed),
Professional news:
has now become entirely self-employed as an
architect, and we wish him well in his new venture.

on

About a month ago, we changed our web-hosting
arrangements. Our website and portal are now being
hosted by Richard Walker (Barry's son-in-law) of DJ
Services UK.Net.
We understand that Barry is
currently web-working with Richard.
I have taken the plunge and become involved in a
sacred space project at St Catherine's School in
Twickenham. i have already given a talk to the prep
department teaching staff on sacred space and will be
providing workshops for the children after Easter. This
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intelligence in any case? If we leave the debate behind
then we can find common ground in agreement that the
patterns produced are beautiful and inspiring, and can
then concentrate on what gifts or message they may
bring us.

will culminate in laying out a temporary labyrinth in the
grounds, as well as helping site and design a
Meditation Garden for the school.
Congratulations to Grahame - for two reasons. Firstly,
he has been eo-opted onto BSD Council. Secondly,
and more importantly for us, he has facilitated the
birthing of the Geomancy Group brochure!! After two
years of discussion and varying levels of interest, he
ordered 3,000 copies from the printers, only to find that
virtually everyone suddenly wanted them, so he had to
go back and order another 2,000 copies! As Grahame
is paying for these out his own pocket, please be
vigilant about paying him for any that you have ordered.
We have also decided to purchase a batch from Group
funds to hold for general purposes.
Grahame has also been involved with the Chaplaincy at
Edinburgh University regarding the construction of an
outdoor medieval-pattern labyrinth in George Square
Gardens. He recently had to dowse a second site for
the labyrinth, as the first one was deemed 'not level
enough' by the architect. Construction is scheduled to
begin in May.
If that wasn't enough, Grahame is off to France in May
to lead a weeklong workshop in Sars-Poteries with his
artist friend Keiko. While Keiko will be concentrating on
working with glass, Grahame's remit is to introduce the
participants to sacred space, sacred geometry etc and
to working with their intuition in a different way, through
dowsing, guided meditation etc. We wish him bonne

I was fortunate last year to have had a crop circle
experience that has lifted me out of the need to ponder
their origin continuously and into a space that can
simply delight in learning from them.
Faith is a
wonderful thing that supports aspiration. Belief is
something rather more insecure and often needs other
people's beliefs to be invalid to ensure its own validity.
It channels ones energy into defensiveness rather than
creativeness and leads to competition and trouble.
Needless to cite examples. Experience is the only thing
that defines our own reality. Once something is
experienced' as true then the ego no longer has a
corner to fight, the disbelief of others is no longer a
threat and we can once more behave in a tolerant and
compassionate manner.
It was July 27th 2002 at the Wiltshire Crop Circle Study
Group conference in Oevizes. The Rev Gordon
Strachan was holding forth on stage at 11.00 on
Sunday morning, a dog collar concealed behind a
colourful cravat, sharing his ideas about the energy of
Merlin around the crop circle phenomena.
In
contemplation of whether the influx and manifestations
of some higher intelligences in the south of England
signalled the country's readiness to expose its potential
to fulfil the revelation of a New Jerusalem Gordon had
the audience sing a verse of Jerusalem. We were
shifting focus. The day before a wonderful Native
American Indian lady called on us to move from our
heads to our hearts and to feel what the Powers that
Be, or WakanTanka, were trying to say to us about our
true relationship with the earth and each other. The
power of her compassion and simple request brought
me to tears as her energy struck a chord and I
remembered again why We Are Here and how
eloquently we are being communicated with through not
only our cereal, but every channel, if we have eyes to
see and ears to hear.

chance, bon s{]jour et bonne continuation!

Finally, but also on an artistic note, we wish Karin great
success with the first of two art exhibitions that she is
staging this year. The exhibition, entitled 'abstractions'
will run at Strode Theatre in Street from 20 April to 10
June.
- Maria

A crop circle experience
By
Oliver Perceval

Gordon was talking from the same song sheet and
invited us to gather in the quad where we were going to
move from the head and honour the Trinity through the
voice. About 150 of us formed three concentric circles
holding hands and surrounding Carolyn Comberti who
was to lead the sounding' from the centre. The outside
ring sounded a base note and sustained it while the
inside ring sounded the octave. The middle ring then
pitched to a third and held that note. We remained in a
group Om for several minutes. Onlookers saw the
excitement of many birds swooping overhead, birds
have ears so maybe they enjoy a nice sound, or
perhaps they were responding to a more subtle effect.
A sustained and harmonious Om is always rather
healing and transporting in any case, once finished we
disentangled fingers and wandered back into the hall
for the next sitting.

Crop circles are beautiful and enigmatic phenomena,
which inspire reactions of aversion or addiction, anger
or ecstasy in those with a more manic temperament.
Like all good mysteries they certainly ignite debate and
encourage man to pause awhile longer in
contemplation of whether or not something has been
missed out in the current description of reality.
The largest topic for debate is of course their
provenance and it is very easy to get caught up in the
dualistic duelling between hoaxers and 'believers'. Are
they all made by clever people or are some made by
forces that we do not yet understand? That there is an
intelligence behind the designs is un-debatable. The
prospect of accepting that there might be an invisible
intelligence at work can be very disconcerting to
committed rationalists and those who like. to be in
control. Well perhaps life isn't that simple! . Who can
say that the hoaxers are not agents of a higher

It was 12.05 by now and Carloyn and I were due on a
helicopter flight at 12.20. Off we went in the sunshine to
get a birds eye view of all these things that were being
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talked about in a darkened room. There was much
excitement in the field when we arrived. The helicopter
had landed and the pilot, still rather impressed by
several new overnight formations, reported that he was
now a convert. Between his current and previous flight
another formation had appeared in a field which he had
already flown over 3 times that morning, he had been
flying this patch for 6 years without being too affected
by the phenomenon but this time it was curtains for his
equanimity! Well we wondered what the pattern was.
An excited American Lady described it as a sunburst
and that it was in a field next to which she had
meditated on receiving a formation the night before.
We concluded that it was probably an answer to her
exercise.

Recent Geomancy Group Events
Imbolc Gathering,
Green Park, Aston Clinton, Bucks
30,31 January and 1 February 2004
by
Maria Hayden
Guest Speaker: Ivan McBeth
Members present: Ann Harris, Maria, Maryrose, Oliver, Patrick, Ros, Sara,
Sally and Susie.

After a precarious few weeks when the prospect of the
1mbolc weekend becoming reality looked somewhat
doubtful, a somewhat reduced Group gathered at
Green Park in Aston Clinton for what turned out to be a
very enjoyable and invigorating meeting. We were
particularly sorry that Barry and Sarah had to cancel at
the last moment.

Without further ado we took off and headed for this
productive field. Our jaws dropped. This sunburst was
made of three concentric rings of about 200 tapered
spokes, all gathered around a central space. Nobody in
the previous flight had been 'Honouring the Trinity' in
the quad and so the pattern would not have meant
anything to them but this was an exact replica of our
human formation.
What1s. more it had appeared
between 11.50 and 12.10pm. We felt a profound
feeling of support from the Powers that Be, there was
an undeniable co-incidence with our group prayer, the
pilot's astonishment and conversion, the timing, the
pattern, which all say many things. A cosmic thumbs up
to the power of sound, the power of prayer, the power
of holding a space with the heart. It was a great
blessing.

The setting, an se-acre former Rothschild Estate,
provided us with the possibility of having everyone stay
on-site, with the exception of Sara who chose to
commute as she lives just 5 miles away. The general
feeling was that Green Park worked very well as a
venue, catering for all dietary requirements, and we are
likely to return for future events.
The theme we had chosen to explore was Air and, boy,
did we get to experience this in a very real way, thanks
to the rather stormy conditions prevailing on the
weather front.

But wait, reality isn't that neat! A few weeks later I met a
hoaxer who was adamant that this formation was made
the night before by a friend of his, and he told me how
etc. I related my version of events which he could only
explain away by saying that people read events to suit
their story and that the pilot had clearly just not noticed
the formation until mid-day. I have to honour that he
has no good reason to fabricate his own version of
reality in contradiction of mine, although my respect for
his objectivity was slightly undermined by his assertion
that every crop circle is a hoax, and his unwillingness to
entertain the possibility that even one present or future
formation could be the product of some force we do not
yet understand.

We opened the Circle on Friday evening, as usual, and
after dinner engaged in what was probably the best
Talking Stick that we have ever had. It seemed from
the sharing that many of us have been experiencing
Significant change in our lives over the period since
Samhain. Although we had. planned on having lvan's
slide show that evening, it seemed much more
appropriate to allow everyone to express him or herself
as fully as desired so the Stick continued around to its
natural conclusion. Later, those who wanted an early
night retired while the Night Owls gathered to party on
and hold the space.
On Saturday morning, Ros set the scene for the
weekend by giving us a run-down on the astrological
outlook. Ivan gave his illustrated talk on sacred spaces,
predominately rings, which he has created,
concentrating particularly on the dreaming that goes on
behind the projects on so many different levels. While I
unfortunately missed this, Ivan concentrated particularly
on the process of bringing the ring to celebrate and
commemorate the life and death of Joe Strummer into
being.

I could only conclude that both of our experiences of
reality are true. In his world the formation was made the
night before and any relation to our activities on Sunday
is mere 'coincidence' or wishful thinking. In my world
the formation appeared, or uncloaked, itself at the
perfect time and in perfect reflection of our group
activity and blessing of our group consciousness. Who
knows what part each actor played. At the least this
shows the power of man to create reality, at best it
gives me further knowledge that there are invisible and
benevolent powers forever holding our hand and
planting signposts along the path of 10,000 steps.
Everything is One but there is an ascending hierarchy
of powers to that One, it is a slow but exciting
revelation.

After lunch, Ivan introduced us to one possible method
of entering an altered state of consciousness, using
wide vision. The idea is to prevent oneself from
focussing on a particular point by opening up the vision
completely. Concentrate on all areas of the visual field
at once, so look up and down and to the sides as well
as to the front al at one time. It takes a bit of practice to
get the hang of it but seems a useful technique for
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getting the left brain out of the way. A beneficial side
effect is that it allows one to move through the
landscape with much less impact on the local fauna.

Afterwards, the Full Members of the Group gathered to
discuss Ros and Oliver's status within the Group,
subsequently inviting them to become Full Members.
They were both formally Initiated and welcomed into the
Group, having run the gauntlet of a trust game and
being presented with their Medicine Bundles that they
then filled from offerings on the Altar. We gifted them
each with symbols of Air in the form of a swan feather
and a Sacred Frisbee!
After lunch, we proceeded to the Talking Stick to deal
with some Group business. We had a discussion with
Ann Harris regarding the Probationary Programme.
Ann will not be joining the Programme and we wish her
many blessings on her own path. There is an ongoing
discussion regarding funding of places for those in
restricted circumstances. We did, however, decide to
pass a 'Magic Hat' around each time that we meet. A
more formal arrangement will be put in place when we
reach consensus on the way to handle this.

After a few practice sessions, we went out on our Airy
walk through the woods and fields to the site that Ivan
had identified for our ceremony. It was actually quite
challenging to keep track of where the group ahead
was going without focussing at all! I personally found
that I just had to stop worrying about it and follOWthe
energetic connection.
When we reached the chosen spot, various members of
the Group took on the charge of invoking the Elements
etc. I don't recall who invoked Air but there was a
pretty powerful response as incredible gales buffeted us
about and caused the surrounding trees to creak and
sough, flailing about in quite an alarming fashion. Ivan
had given us the task of choosing something we would
like to command or rescind as Monarchs of our own
Realms and this we did as the energy took us, before
passing a chalice of spring water and All Heal and
releasing the energies. We continued the airy theme
with a somewhat dangerous game of Frisbee before
making our way back for dinner.

The rest of the day was given over to our first Grand
Round, centring on a question raised by Sally
concerning the bell tower at Chichester Cathedral.
Everyone seemed to find this a useful and interesting
exercise and we would aim to devote three or four
hours to it on future occasions. The subject of
communications masts being placed on Church spires
surfaced once again, resulting in an emotive and
animated discussion.

The evening session provided the opportunity for
altering our consciousness in a slightly different way.
Ivan encouraged us to focus on our breathing and to
reduce the gaps between exhaling and inhaling, to
produce a circular breathing pattern. Once were
comfortable with this, we moved onto the exercise for
the evening. In a process somewhat akin to mirror
gazing, we each gazed upon whoever was opposite,
allowing images to rise as they came. Some of us saw
lots of different images while others saw virtually
nothing. At times. it seemed that whoever we were
looking at simply seemed to disappear completely. An
interesting discussion ensued as to whether the images
that arose were of the person watched, reflections of
the watcher him/herself or something other.
Afterwards, we were very pleased that many more
people than usual came along to hang out. I trust that
you all realise that we very much welcome everyone
and trust that you will join us more often. (Contrary to
popular myth, any notion that we turn into crazed

We closed the Circle on an enjoyable, harmonious and
stimulating weekend. We are very thankful to Ivan for
having been with us and for the gifts that he shared.
We look forward to another great weekend together at
Beltane, at Trecastle in Wales, where we will consider
the theme of Earth.

Astrological Overview of the Imbolc
Weekend
By
Ros Briagha Foskett

beasts is probably a simple misunderstanding of trying
out advanced shape-shifting techniques. And the only
thing that we bite is chocolate! © )

The session started with Moon in Taurus, and the Sun
only in aspect to Neptune and Saturn, which, though
good for adding a strong spiritual focus was rather a
weak placing. However it was certainly good on the
practical and food side, and I think we all enjoyed
having such a good scene on that front.

On Sunday morning, we ventured outside to do The
Dance of Life with Ivan. Despite one part of the circle
being initially somewhat challenged by this (we couldn't
SEE, honest!), everyone was soon immersed in the
beauty and energy of the dance that comes from the
Native American tradition. Although we didn't make it
for sunrise, the dance is often used to greet the sun.
For those of you who were present but can't remember
the chant to accompany it, here it is, courtesy of Ivan
and Oliver. Undoubtedly we will get the opportunity to
practice some more at Beltane:
Oh ney oh hey

On Saturday the Moon went into Gemini, trining the
Sun and setting the energy scene for lots of interesting,
spiritually orientated communication.
It felt very
appropriate for an Air weekend, and our teacher being
Ivan, a Gemini himself, was well placed to tune into
this. The weather also joined in and we had a wonderful
Airy walk, with 50 mph winds blowing us around the
lovely wooded site. The Air energy was good for setting
a light atmosphere with less emotional turbulence than
Samhain!

O-shanna, hey ah no, hey ah no, hey yah;; hey yah
Ah, ah, hey ah no, hi ---- yah!
Ah, ah, hey ah no, hey, hey, yah

The interesting Jupiter-Venus opposition indicates a tug
between study and play, learning and absorbing, social

THE DANCE OF LIFE
Ah mah tikki wah
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expansiveness and personal emotional space. This
seemed to not be a problem though, (not for me
anyway!) as there was plenty of room and time for both.
It was probably good that there as not a very intense
schedule, and Ivan certainly seemed to integrate the
two energies, providing us with plenty of playful
studying and allowing a gentle absorption of the
information and techniques he wanted to share with us.

Other Recent Events
EEG Spring Meeting - Frilford 26-27 March
By

Grahame Gardner
This promised to be an interesting weekend, with talks
from two long-standing EEG members Jim Lyons and
Bob Sephton, plus professional water diviner Peter
Taylor.
First up on Saturday morning was Jim Lyons, talking
about his quest to integrate dowsing into the scientific
paradigm. Jim's scientific knowledge is near legendary
in the EEG, but such is his enthusiasm that it is
sometimes difficult to grasp what he's on about.
Fortunately not the case today, as Jim gave a very
coherent and fairly comprehensible talk, let down only
by the appallingly bad quality of the Millets Farm
overhead projector, which seemed incapable of
displaying any contrast on the slides. From Scalar
Relativity to the latest Russian developments in Torsion
Field Theory, Jim showed how dowsing responses are
remarkably analogous to vortex flows in fluid systems,
and how the changes in earth energy grids around the
equinoxes and solstices can be explained by the spin
dynamics of the earth/sun system.
A fascinating talk, which for me came like a glass of
water to a thirsty man in the desert. This is cutting-edge
theory, and surely this is what the EEG is all about.
Next up, Bob Sephton shared many of his dowsing
anecdotes from his career as an engineer, regaling us
with entertaining tales of dowsed gas leaks and cable
breaks. He had many useful techniques to share, such
as how one can dowse the elevation of a vanished
structure in archaeological dowsing by picturing the wall
'folded down' onto the ground. Another favourite
technique of his is 'finger dowsing' by rubbing the
thumb and index finger together until one gets a 'sticky'
reaction. He uses this in situations where normal
dowsing would be difficult or inappropriate, for example
dowsing restaurant menus and whether politicians are
being truthful or deceitful (!)
The final speaker was Peter Taylor who, despite
seeming a little intimidated by the large turnout, proved
to have many interesting stories of his life as a
professional water dowser. He told of his early selftaught experiments, physically digging large holes to
prove to himself that he had found water, and shared a
few of his case studies. He had dowsed three wells for
a mineral water company, two of which turned out to be
purer water than the municipal water supply, and invited
us all to have a go at map dowsing that particular site
(although this was not easily done during the talk!).
Peter is completely self-taught, and relies on what he
calls 'samples' (witnesses) for his results. Thus his
pendulums are small bottles filled with water or oil on
pieces of string; his L-rods have small phials of water
taped to the ends, and his V-rod was a wonderfully
home-made device of two pieces of plastic channel
taped together, again with a phial of water on the end.
It's always interesting to see alternative methods of
dowsing, and Peter had many interesting tales to share
about the practicalities of dowsing and drilling for water.

The energy for the Initiations of Oliver and Ross was
good, very strong, as a Grand Cross was happening at
the moment of action. This brought in the energy of al
Four Elements, Earth (Jupiter), Fire (Pluto), Water
(Venus) and Air (Moon). A Grand Cross is a very
powerful set of aspects and can indicate difficulties in
an individual's chart, as they are forced to leam
strength and courage, often through adversity.
However, it is also indicative of lasting and enduring
power, completeness and integration, all appropriate for
welcoming new members to the Group. The trine
between Saturn in Cancer and Uranus in Pisces was
also helpful in encouraging change in the Group family,
and the ingress of new members, and the creation of a
very lovely and inspiring ceremony too.
Finally, the Mars Pluto trine gave us all lots of energy,
and it felt a very dynamic and fulfilling weekend,
stimulating and energising, and lots happening. I look
forward to the next one!

Sunday saw a somewhat smaller but enthusiastic
turnout gather in the overflow car park at Millet's. We
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split into two groups, with Bob and Peter facilitating one
lot, and Jim Lyons was joined by Billy Gawn for the
other group. Despite the chill wind, we spent a highly
enjoyable morning practising our deviceless dowsing,
dowsing and depthing a large water aquifer, and
looking at the interaction of energy fields generated by
animate and inanimate objects.

Sally, my dear friend who's Mum to my Goddaughter
was non-plussed. It was ten o'clock at night and she
was reluctant to leave me at Terminal 4 overnight. I
sent up a message - and sent her home. I knew I'd be
O.k. and as it was, I got the next to last seat on the
aircraft. Next stop, Hong Kong. Now I'd rung Air New
Zealand and they'd said that the flight was "wide open"
to subload staff. What the computers hadn't picked up
was there were SO FEW PASSENGERS because
there was SO MUCH FREIGHT scheduled in the hold.

~------~~~-----------~
From Physics to Metaphysics
(Alternative title: From Microwaves to Magic)

The charming Chinese Jardine Handling Agent wasn't
too hopeful: "You go gate. You come back when flight
left. We get suitcase back when flight left". Another
"message" sent. I sat there and watched all the
passengers board. The ground staff pressed the button
that printed out the passenger list in long realms of
once-tree paper and I was aware that there was not
one passenger left in the departure lounge. Suddenly,
a voice shouted, "You, now, have seat!" and handed
me a boarding card. I leapt on the aircraft, the door
closing literally behind me.

By

Or Ann Harris
I have really enjoyed attending the last two Geomancy Group
gatherings, and on reflection I have leamt some important things that
I would like to share with you.
1. The importance of 'play' in the creative process. (Many thanks to
Ivan McBeth, Richard Creightmore and Winnie the Pooh).
2.
Of not taking oneself too seriously. (Let's face it we are only
acting out scenes from an old re-runt),
3. Things are not necessarily as they would seem.
4. Linear, logical thinking is limiting (and is boring!).
5. Be responsible for creating ones' own reality ie. make it easy and
it can be.
6. Worrying about microwave mast proliferation (especially in
churches) does not help and is no fun. How about 'seeding' all major
sacred places on the gridwork with magical energies to transmute the
effects and to create more Light on earth.
I am soon off to Israel with my rose quartz. Hopefully, I can visit
Massada and Petra on this trip. The sea, sand, stones and dolphins
just keep calling me!
On the strength of Maria's latest news about creating a labyrinth, I am
constructing a temporary one at a local school at their May Fair.
Thanks to Sig and Grahame for the inspiration!
I am also running a workshop in London next month called 'eocreating Heaven on Earth' which incorporates fragrant vibrational
essences."
Last but not least my heart felt-thanks to Maryrose for putting my
name forward and for being so supportive in so many ways.
Love to all.
Ann xxx
P.S. If anyone is interested in a trip to Royston Cave (an amazing
power place) please contact me.

Auckland. Great. I'm in New Zealand. I picked up my
luggage and went to the Information Desk. 'When is
the next flight to Wellington, please?" 'Well, it's 11.15
now and if you don't get the 11.45, there's no telling
when you'll get out as all the afternoon flights have
been cancelled." I took a taxi to the Domestic Terminal
to stand by. "Not looking gOOd",says the Agent. I sent
up another "call" and started talking to a charming ANZ
Stewardess who had just walked in from Los Angeles,
very much aware that she has seniority. At 11.41 the
Agent called her name and she disappeared to the
departure gate. Silence. No more names called and I
got ready to survey the departure lounge for a
comfortable seat. "Edwards!" "Is there any Edwards
here?" shouts a voice. "Last seat - go now and RUN!"
As I made my way to the back of the aircraft, I passed
the Stewardess and we exchanged smiles, both
conspiratorial and relieved.
Relaxing on the aircraft, thinking all my problems were
over (I had a full fare ticket between Wellington and
Picton), I chatted to the two people beside me, had an
orange juice and seventy minutes later, we landed in
Wellington.

Update From New Zealand
By

Branwen Edwards

Sounds Air: "l've got an open ticket and I'd like to take
the three o'clock to Picton". "Sorry, no flights going winds too strong". (Why hadn't I asked why all those
afternoon flights were going to be cancelled?). "But
you could come back at 2.45 just in case".

Those of you who attended the Samhain meeting may
remember, after Patrick's journeying meditation, my
describing a waiting room full of Guides and Angels.
Well, I can assure you that after my flights to New
Zealand, they certainly were no longer underutilised!!

Well, to cut a long story short, the Pilot decided to take
his little 10-seater up. There was only one other
passenger, a Trainee Pilot, who sat in the co-pilots
seat. We took off and I can honestly say that I have
never, ever, been so frightened of flying in my life! At
one stage, falling somewhere between just below the
clouds and just above the waves, I opened my eyes to
see the Pilot putting his hands, first the one and then
the other, on the ceiling of the Aircraft. When I realised
what he was doing, I wished that I had kept my eyes

It started at Heathrow. I had decided to use my once-ayear-free-firm-but-upgradeable to Club staff ticket
option (accessible after having "served" twenty years!).
The idea is that you've paid extra for a "firm" and so you
just waft up to the Club World desk, just like a real
passenger and check in normally. Not so "You're on
Standby, Ms Edwards". "Oh no," I contradicted in
hushed tones, "you'll see by the ticket that I've paid for
a firm". "Yes, but we've filled up. Go to the Gate and
stand by.
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closed - the Pilot's palms were sweating so much that
he was drying them on the air louvre!!!!

Stones Of The Gwendraeth Valley
By

Ros Briagha Foskett
I may have mentioned that I had gone out to sell the
house from which we were doing Bed and Breakfast.
When we'd started the venture in April 2002, I thought
that my business partner had recovered from her
Californian bankruptcy some four years earlier.
Unfortunately, that wasn't the case and it transpired that
her half of the deposit for the house had been popped
on to her Credit Card....Consequently, in the end she
decided that as the property had gone up 80% in 20
months, she just had to sell to ease her cash-flow
problems.

When I first moved to this part of the world, I bought an
ordinance survey map to see what ancient sites were
in the area. I was amazed to find two long lines of
sites, stretching from two major sites inland all the way
along two great limestone ridges to the sea. Most of
the line sites were standing stones, though there are
some tumuli and settlements, and the major funerary
site of Mynydd Llangyndeirne.
LINE 1 starts at Garn Goch, the Red Carn, which is an
incredible 11 hectare settlement, used over the course of
at least 3000 years, and the biggest site of its kind in
Dyfed. The settlement is surrounded by a drystone wall,
which is still visible after so many years, and also
contains an enormous cairn, 100 x 60 x 30 ft, with,
perhaps, a stone placed on it by every inhabitant and
visitor over the years. There is a secondary site just
below the main one, perhaps for extra visitors or for
stock animals, to protect them in the winter. This place is
on the A40, the Neolithic road from London to Fishguard,
and was a very important site for the rulers of Dyfed.
The next stone is in between Garn Goch and the river
Towy, a major route for travel for people from the
Neolithic, through Roman occupation, and all through
mediaeval times. This stone is the guide up from the
river to the settlement, and down again. It is a fairly
typical standing stone for this area, being about 5 foot
high and 3 foot round.

View from 'A Sea View', Paradise Bay, New Zealand

The day of the auction was a very sad one for me and
the turnout at the local hotel was substantial. In the
end, "A Sea View" was bought by a charming couple
who had been looking for a property like ours for four
years, having bid on the telephone from Auckland.

Next comes another settlement at Gelli Aur, Golden
Grove, a much smaller place than Carn Goch, and still
lived in today, with a large manor house and various
other dwellings. After this is the sacred site at
Llanddarrog, where there is a 2000-year-old yew tree
and a 700-year-old church, obviously built on the ancient
power point. This place can be seen for miles around, a
mound set in a valley surrounded by higher hills.
Interestingly, there is also a 700-year-old pub, a
coaching inn, with the most amazing carved furniture
covered in Green Men and dragons.

After completion, I went travelling around New Zealand
seeing all the Sights that our Guests had told us about
which was something I'd been unable to do whilst
having the P.G.s (paying guests). I am currently in
Palm Beach in Florida and planning to return to
England at the end of April when it will be warm enough
to return to my Summer Residence, my mobile home in
Midhurst. I'm really very, very, lucky because the
apartment block that I am in is literally adjoining the
Intracoastal (meaning wonderful water views) and the
swimming pool is heated - every morning at 0700 you
will find me there, weather permitting.

The next site is quite intriguing, and consists of a single
stone in a field, seemingly set on a raised platform, quite
flat, so not a barrow. This stone is not on the ordinance
survey map, and I found it only because I met the farmer
who owns the land when I was at the next site [another
two stones] and he told me about it. It is about 4 foot
high, and quite chunky, and has wonderful views of the
limestone ridge above, where the Mynydd Llangyndeirne
site is. This is in the NE - SE direction, and so could
give some good sun and moon rise sight lines. Just up
the hill are the next two stones, with some excellent sight
lines to the local mountains in the direction of 40 - 70
degrees NE. Nearby is a fascinating mound, similar to
some other local ones, which are reputed to be Norman.
The farmer said it was Roman, and to me it looked to be
a classic megalithic mound, with potential for an internal
burial chamber.

Although I was desperately sad at loosing the house, in
retrospect, the Band B was a wonder "bridge" between
flying and retirement. I was often asked if running a
Bed and Breakfast was anything like flying and actually
is was - I used to settle the Guests in their rooms and
make sure they were comfortable and in the morning
ask if they slept well and offer them breakfast!! No Duty
Free's though.
As I've done no Geomancy whatsoever since I left
England, I'm really looking forward to getting some
much needed practice in and looking forward to reading
all your happenings in the Geomancy Group
Newsletter.
-

The next stone is another high up one, on the top of the
limestone ridge, and another place where a beacon of
fire would be a guide for anyone coming along the ridge.
Most of these sites areintervisible for beacons, and I
feel this was an important part of their use. I have also
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Welsh. This must
surely be a relic of
when the stones
were
venerated,
though . in more
recent times it was
also because of the
grey friars, the
Christian
monks.
The sea here is a
safe river estuary,
with
sandy
beaches,
and
leading
on
to
Carmarthen, which
has been lived in
for
several
thousand years as
well. The traders of
the Neolithic would
have come here to
trade their stone
axes and other
wares, and also to
make
journeys
further inland along
the river. This ends
the first line, and
this article, I will try
to write more for
the next newsletter,
and make a map
too. (And here it is.
Thank you, Ros!)

~
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Map of The Gwendraeth Valley
© RosBriaQhaFoskett2004

felt a strong energy from the stones, and perhaps early
folk could literally tune into them and use them as guides
to travel along from the sea to the settlements.
The next stone is also high up, with its four corners
aligned to north, south east and west, and quite a
substantial stone, about 8 foot high and 4 across. It is at
this point that one would need to go down to reach the
sea, and down in the valley is the last stone, again a big
one, and also aligned to the four directions. :These two
are both called Maen L1wyd,which means Holy Place, or
Grey Place, holy and grey being interchangeable in

A reminder that
the address of
The
Geomancy
Group Portal has
changed.
Uou
may like to add
this to your list of
'Favourites'. You
will now find the
portal at: http://portal.geomancygroup.org/
If you haven't logged in with this new address, you will
need to use http://portal.geomancygroup.org/user.php
and enter your username and password. If you are not
registered or are having trouble logging on, drop
Grahame an email and he'll try and sort things out.
Our website is www.geomancygroup.org
Thanks to everyone who made a contribution to this edition of the
Newsletter. Thanks too, and blessings, to those who've actually read it!
- Mafia and Grahame
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